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Questions & Answers
New for 2014

♦ For math and reading, 100% of the operational items are written to the new Illinois Learning Standards.

♦ There is no Form SF.

♦ There is only one form (Form 1) of the regular-English test booklet (at each grade).

♦ No scratch paper is to be provided to students – the only exception is for students with an IEP or 504 Plan.
New for 2014

♦ Returning scorable documents – no grade header sheet needed
♦ Grade 3 math extended-response items – an additional page added for the student response
♦ No Stanford 10 items on the assessments
  ♦ No NPR score, no Lexile score
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♦ Ordering Additional Materials from Pearson

♦ Professional Testing Practices for Educators

♦ District and School Coordination Manual